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Abstract. It is essential for college students to participate in extra-curricular training for improving their competitiveness. However, there is a large number of online educational institutions and numerous or types of courses are updated in real time. What else, colored leaflets about promotion are filled in every corner of the campus. So, how to collect effectively current and comprehensive information from web or leaflets is meaningful. This paper presents a Secondary Information Processing Platform, which uses RSS to extract, syndicate information, and re-display for users to browse. By collecting and reorganizing RSS course information, platform integrated courses and relevant comments into new RSS file for subscribing.

1 Introduction

Admittedly, in the 21st century we live in an era of information explosion. But we are forced to receive a "not" our information, such as leaflets, spam. Obviously, a lot of data meet the user’s demand for the breadth of information, but at the same time, it affects the accuracy of information. Undoubtedly, this increases the cost of users’ time to access the useful information. In the university, there are filled with colorful leaflets about course or training information almost everywhere. But, the article [1] use a large amount of data to prove the distribution of advertisement materials attracted hardly any participants and foresees personalized information delivery will be more effective and a higher cost-effectiveness ratio. And, it is time-consuming work to log in every education site. What is else, the comments from others with experience are helpful to make a decision.

RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is a means of organizing and simplifying current awareness efforts, which is becoming more and more popular among Internet users. The article [2] presents real examples of RSS feeds produced by leading publishers and shows that the benefits and effectiveness of those RSS feeds are directly related with the availability, quality and richness of its content. Especially, RSS is widely used for its efficient aggregation features, customization and timely access to information in which fields have higher requirements about information timeliness, [3] such as library fields and instant news fields [4] etc.

In this paper, the student was select as the target user, presents the establishment of a "real-time" and "customization" and "word of mouth" RSS-based information service platform. The platform will show gathered information in the way of new RSS format for users to subscribe. When there has any changes, users can access it timely, such as new courses, new comments or update courses and so on. What is else, this platform architecture can also be extended to other groups as well as other topics. This is significant for changing the traditional means of information dissemination.

2 About RSS

RSS (Really Simple Syndication really Simple Syndication), a machine-readable XML format for content syndication, [5] allows users to subscribe to the desired information and receive notification when new information is available. Users do not need to open each page to browse, search for news of interest, but the interest of the Rapid Active news presented to the user without human intervention. [6]
How RSS Works?

From Figure 1, we can conclude about how RSS works. First, create an RSS document and save it with an .xml or .rss extension. Then, upload the file to your website. Next, register with an RSS aggregator. Each day the aggregator searches the registered websites for RSS documents, verifies the link, and displays information about the feed so clients can link to documents that interest them.

RSS feed. A standard feed is a standard XML document. The document generally ends with rss, xml or rdf as a suffix. Figure 2 is structure of RSS 2.0 source.

A subscribe example. This is an RSS feed named example.xml extracting leaflet information. It was published to the local Apache server. So, it can be browsed by http://localhost/example.xml.

So far, an simple RSS feed was created successfully. The above feed should be subscribed to FeedDemon. When we entered the URL address, this subscribe process was finished. Else, user needs to set an update period to get news when it was updated.
Finally, users can easily access the information they are interested in. Once there have something modified we can get timely updates. It is worth emphasizing that any file with this mark RSS or XML button can be subscribed.

3 Platform Introduction

Training information is RSS file, also it refers to this platform can receive or process training information typed RSS format. Any non-RSS information only be preprocessed can flow this platform. We can learn from this article [7] about how to extract RSS feeds from HTML format. Here we, in accordance with its working mechanism, build a structure of platform as Figure 6.

The platform is divided into the following: Information collection module, Resource acquisition module, Information restructure module and personalized recommendation module. Information restructure module is most important for this platform, here, it will be introduced.

Information restructure module. The module’s function is restructuring the original RSS file into new RSS files. This module is the core module of the platform, reflecting to connect users with various training information. [7] The figure7 is the operating principle of the information restructure module.

After the above series of processes, the new RSS structured schema is as follows. It is to find this new RSS structured schema is based on the above standard feed with <comment> element and sub-element added.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<rss version="2.0">
  <channel>
    <title>New Oriental</title>
    <link>http://www.xdf.cn/</link>
    <description>New Oriental course information</description>
    <item>
      <title>New Oriental CET6 strengthening classes</title>
      <link>http://souke.xdf.cn/Course/36-10558.html</link>
      <description>For students: 1. suitable for non-English major college, who will participate in CET6….</description>
      <pubDate>Wed, 18 October 2015 04:23:00 GMT</pubDate>
    </item>
    <comment id="1">
      <content>Teacher is very nice; It is very helpful.</content>
      <comTime>Thursday, 26 Nov 2015 08:20:00 GMT</comTime>
      <userId>101
    </comment>
  </channel>
</rss>
```
4 Platform implementation and display

The main page include a comment on the course we created is as follows.

![Main page](image)

**Figure 7.** Main page

5 Conclusions

The platform is designed to optimize the traditional way to promote information with RSS technology that automatically delivers update course or comments information, posted by a publisher to subscribers’ directly. In addition, this platform construction approaches can be widely promoted, in different fields. Scattered promotional information can be categorized using this efficient model to promote. Recommendation in this platform simply use a statistical analysis of knowledge, optimization of the functional modules would be the next focus of the work.
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